
whether it exists
[for Vi Ha]

mark so

All through the fifties and sixties the land tilted
Toward the bowl of  life. Now life
Has moved in that direction. We taste the conviction
Minus the rind, the pulp and the seeds. It
Goes down smoothly.

At a later date I added color
And the field became a shed in ways I no longer remember.
Familiarly, but without tenderness, the sunset pours its
Dance music on the (again) slanting barrens.
The problems we were speaking of  move up toward them.

     – John Ashbery, “Whether It Exists”

—for 2 pianos, 1 in each of  2 adjacent houses; and perhaps other instruments/sound sources in the general vicinity

—each piano in a fairly quiet room open to the outdoors (windows open); perhaps at twilight—

each occasionally plays single tones in isolation, not less than a few minutes apart in each; each next tone may be the same, 
or altered in pitch to move toward, match, or harmonize with some other tone heard in the situation

each time using one of  3 methods:

keyboard
soft as possible, with a minimum of  attack, no pedal, each tone held out for the full decay

pizzicato
soft as possible, with a minimum of  attack, pedal down until the full decay of  each tone

sustained (using ebow)
sustain for a very long time (10-15' or more) with the pedal down, let each tone decay fully after the ebow is removed

—(tones may be played entirely independently, or such as to bring out or join with some other sound)—

other instruments or sound sources (optional):
each may play using pitched or unpitched sounds, generally in the spirit of  the above, always extremely soft, anywhere in the 

vicinity of  the 2 houses (indoors, outdoors, etc.), perhaps changing location, each coming and going as desired

—for a very long time (100' or more)—
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